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- THE NEW JW TABLE –

Montana is launching a new table designed by the Danish designer, Jakob Wagner. True
to Montana’s design DNA, the table is sharp, yet soft. Light, yet solid.
The look of the new JW Table is light and delicate with the frame tucked under the table top and
with the slim triangular legs angled slightly outwards to allow unrestricted leg space. Despite the
delicate, sharp look of the frame, the structure ensures a solid stability. The JW table comes in a
round and square shape, versatile and functional enough to fit perfectly in a private dining room
as well as in a corporate conference room.
MONTANA.DK

The JW Table comes with a table top in a total of eight different materials: JW White silk
laminate, linoleum in the colours Black and New Nordic, veneer in White Oak, Burned Oak and
Black Oak as well as Massive Douglas and Massive Oak. The frame comes in polished
aluminium and lacquered in the colours Black and Nordic. Regardless of material and size, the
table top comes in one piece except in the veneer version, which is divided along the middle for
the two largest rectangular sizes.
Jakob Wagner
Born in Copenhagen in 1963, Jakob Wagner has a BSc. in Design Engineering and later
completed his second degree in Product Design at ArtCenter College of Design, Switzerland.
Jakob’s work has been exhibited internationally and he has received numerous awards.

"Good design is not about adding a layer of beauty – on the contrary, it is about
taking away the unnecessary in order to reveal the essential quality, form and
function of an object."
Jacob Wagner
Price from:
Size
JW2009/ 200 x 90 cm
JW2009/ 200 x 90 cm
JW2009/ 200 x 90 cm
JW2009/ 200 x 90 cm

Oak
12.000
15.192
15 598
1.718

Douglas
22.500
28.485
29 246
3.221

Laminate
9.900
12.533
12 868
1.417

Linoleum
12.000 DKK
15.192 NOK
15 598 SEK
1.718 EURO
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Montana Møbler A/S produces and supplies storage and shelving systems, tables, and chairs for homes
and modern office environments. The Montana shelving system is designed by Peter J. Lassen. The
flexible modular system and the inspiring colour palette offer freedom to create your own personal room
and to personalize your style. Montana’s table and chair series are designed by Arne Jacobsen, Verner
Panton, Andreas Hansen, Peter J. Lassen, Joakim Lassen and schmidt hammer lassen design.
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